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Abstract. Workload is found to be a critical factor driving human behavior in 

human-machine interactions in modern complex high-risk domains. This paper 

presents a dynamic workload adjustment feedback loop with a dynamic cogni-

tive load (CL) adaptation model to control workload adjustment during human-

machine interaction. In this model, physiological signals such as Galvanic Skin 

Response (GSR) are employed to obtain passive human sensing data. By ana-

lyzing the obtained sensing data in real-time, the task difficulty levels are adap-

tively adjusted to better fit the user during working time. The experimental re-

sults showed that SVM outperformed other methods in offline CL classifica-

tions, while Naïve Bayes outperformed other methods in online CL level classi-

fications. The CL adaptation model 1 (average performance is 87.5%) outper-

formed the adaptation model 2 during the dynamic workload adjustment. 
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1 Introduction 

Cognitive load (CL, also known as workload) refers to the amount of mental demand 

imposed on a user by a particular task, and has been associated with the limited ca-

pacity of working memory and the ability to process novel information [1, 2]. The 

cognitive load experienced by a user in completing a task has a major impact on  

her/his ability to acquire informat ion during the task, and can severely influence the 

overall productivity and performance. High levels of cognitive load are known to 

decrease effectiveness and performance of users, as well as their ability to learn from 

their tasks [1]. On the other hand, if a task is very easy and routine, only inducing a 

low level of cognitive load, it  may cause boredom and loss of focus, ultimately result-

ing in  lower performance. In  this way, the concept of an optimal range of cognitive 

load levels is developed, outside of which a subject’s ability to learn, perform, and 

complete a task is likely to be negatively affected [2]. It is crucial to maintain the 

cognitive load experienced by a user within this optimal range to achieve the highest 

productivity. Cognitive load measurement (CLM) therefore plays an important role in 

applications involving human-machine interface. Furthermore, Galvanic Skin Re-

sponse (GSR) is a measure of conductivity of human skin, and can  provide an indica-



tion of changes in human sympathetic nervous system [3]. GSR has attracted re-

searchers’ attention as a prospective physiological indicator of cognitive load  [3].  

In order to keep the user in an optimal state and improve user’s engagement and 

performance, dynamic workload adjustment (DWA) systems automatically modulat e 

the difficu lty of tasks and other factors related to tasks in human-machine systems in 

real-t ime. By  monitoring  user’s state and adapting the task difficu lty levels, a  dynam-

ic workload system improves user’s performance and helps users maximize their ca-

pacity for productive work. However, there are still challenges in utilizing CLM in 

dynamic workload adjustment. For example, there is no effective model allowing the 

system to effectively adjust task elements dynamically.   

This paper presents a dynamic workload adaptation model to control how workload 

can be adjusted during human-machine interaction. In this model, physiological mo-

dalities such as GSR are employed to obtain passive human sensing data. By analyz-

ing the obtained sensing data in real-t ime, we adapt task difficulty levels in o rder to 

optimize workload in real-time, which  allows the system to better fit the task to the 

user during working t ime. The dynamic workload adaptation feedback loop helps to 

balance the task performance and workload levels. 

2 Related Work 

Shi et al. [4] evaluated users’ stress and arousal levels with GSR. The results showed 

that mean GSR significantly increases when task cognitive load level increases. 

Moreover, users’ GSR readings are found to be lower when using a mult imodal inte r-

face, instead of a unimodal interface. Son and Park [5] estimated driver’s cognitive 

load using driving performance and skin conductance level as well as other measures 

in a driving simulator. The results showed that the skin conductance level provides 

clear changes associated with difficult level of cognit ive workload. Nourbakhsh et al. 

[3] also indexed cognitive load with GSR features of accumulat ive GSR and GSR 

power spectrum in arithmetic tasks. Wang et al. [6] indexed cognitive load with GSR 

features such as mean-difference. GSR data were also tested by the Boosting algo-

rithm with Haar-like features for cognitive load classifications . Furthermore, Afergan 

et al. [7] used functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to detect task difficulty 

and optimize workload with a dynamic adaptation. However, few researches use GSR 

features to index cognitive load dynamically  in  an adaptive feedback loop. This paper 

investigates the use of GSR in a dynamic workload adaptation feedback loop in order 

to improve task performance.  

3 Experiment 

3.1 Dynamic Workload Adaptation Feedback Loop 

We propose a dynamic workload adaptation feedback loop as show in Fig. 1. In this 

feedback loop, physiological signals such as GSR are recorded when the user is per-

forming a task. The recorded signals are then analyzed and classified as different CL 

levels. The classified CL levels are input into the adaptation model in order to modu-



late task elements. A new task session is then performed based on the adaptation in 

order to keep task difficulty on an optimal level for the participants. 

 

Fig. 1. Diagram of feedback loop of dynamic workload adaptation. 

3.2 Task Design 

Table 1. Cognitive load level definitions. 

CL Binary 1-Digit 2-Digit 3-Digit 
0 4 0 0 0 
1 3 1 0 0 
2 2 2 0 0 
3 1 3 0 0 
4 0 4 0 0 
5 0 3 1 0 
6 0 2 2 0 
7 0 1 3 0 
8 0 0 4 0 
9 0 0 3 1 
10 0 0 2 2 
11 0 0 1 3 
12 0 0 0 4 

Arithmetic addition task is used in this study. Each task is designed to stimulate a 

particular CL level from the participant based on the difficulty of the task. An “X” is 

shown at the beginning on a computer LCD d isplay followed  by four numbers in 

succession, where each number and “X” are displayed for 3 seconds. The participant 

is required to add these numbers  up in his/her head during the task, and must choose 

one answer from the four options. At the completion of each task, the collected data 

are analyzed by the system. A  new task is followed with a particular CL level con-

trolled  by the adaptation model.  CL levels are designed as in  Table 1 based on [3], 

where the number in each of the co lumns represents  how many of the particular cate-

gory of number (binary, 1-digit, 2-digit, 3-digit) are shown in the task. 

3.3 Procedures 

The experiment is carried out with the following procedures: 1) A computer is  firstly 

setup with the GSR sensor connected and the corresponding drivers installed. 2) The 



participant is seated facing the LCD d isplay of the computer. The tips of the index 

and fourth fingers of the left hand of the part icipant are  connected to the GSR sensor, 

and the right hand of the participant is used to navigate the mouse to engage with the 

program. 3) The experiment  begins by launching the experiment p rogram. 4) The 

training stage firstly runs for a total of 8 tasks. 5) After t rain ing is completed, 6 testing 

stages are run, and each testing stage has a total of 20 tasks. Table 2 illustrates the 

different testing stage scenarios . The numbers d isplayed for the arithmetic tasks are 

all randomized, and the difficulties of tasks are controlled by the adaptation model. 

GSR devices from ProComp Infinit i GSR of Thought Technology Ltd were used in 

the experiment. 10 part icipants of university students and research staff were recruited 

in this experiment.  

Table 2. Testing stage scenarios. 

Testing Stage Initial CL Adaptation Model 

1 0 1 

2 6 1 

3 12 1 

4 0 2 

5 6 2 

6 12 2 

The scenarios of testing stages are as follows: 

 The testing stages starting from an init ial CL level of 0 and 12 are designed to 

test how effective the adaptation model is in allowing the difficu lty level to shift 

from one extreme to a more desirable state. 

 The testing stages starting from an init ial CL level o f 6 is designed to test the 

robustness of the adaptation model, and observe its effectiveness in keeping the 

CL level stable at the desirable state. 

 Two different adaptation models are used for comparison resulting in 6 experi-

ment scenarios. 

4 Cognitive Load Classification 

4.1 Signal Processing 

The raw GSR signals are firstly calibrated in  order to account for variations of GSR 

between individuals and time intervals. As mentioned in Sect ion 3.2, an “X” is shown 

at the beginning before the actual arithmet ic task begins. This period is used as the 

reference point on which  the rest of the data can  be calibrated. The calibrat ion is 

achieved using the relationship: 𝐺𝑇 =
𝐺𝑡 −𝐺𝑋

𝐺𝑋
, where 𝐺𝑋  is the average GSR value dur-

ing the X-displaying period, and 𝐺𝑡  and 𝐺𝑇  are the raw and calibrated GSR signals 

during the task time respectively. Signal s moothing is achieved using a Hann window 

function as a low pass filter to remove high frequency noise.  



4.2 Feature Extraction 

Time domain features and frequency domain features are extracted in this study. For 

the time domain features, we focus on analyzing the nature of the major peaks in the 

data. In order to normalize the magnitudes of these peaks across all part icipants, the 

processed GSR signal for each task is divided by the mean  value of all tasks o f the 

particular participant: 

𝐺𝑁
(𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑡) =

𝐺𝑇
(𝑖 ,𝑘,𝑡)

1

𝑚
∑ ∑ 𝐺𝑇 (𝑖 ,𝑗,𝑡)

𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝑡=1

𝑚
𝑗=1  

, 

where GT(i, k , t) is the result from signal processing and 𝐺𝑁 (𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑡) is the normalised 

GSR value at time t of task k  of subject i. 
The significance of each peak i is quantified using the duration of the peak 𝑆𝑑𝑖

, 

magnitude 𝑆𝑚𝑖
, and area 𝑆𝑎𝑖

 = 𝑆𝑑𝑖
𝑆𝑚𝑖

. The time domain features include: 1) Sum of 

peak durations 𝑆𝑑 = ∑𝑆𝑑𝑖
; 2) Sum of peak magnitudes 𝑆𝑚 = ∑𝑆𝑚𝑖

; 3) Sum of peak 

areas 𝑆𝑎 = ∑𝑆𝑎𝑖
; 4) Number of peaks 𝑆𝑓; and 5) Time taken to choose answer 𝑇𝑐 . 

For frequency-domain feature extraction, Z-score normalisation is firstly applied: 

𝐺𝑍(𝑖,𝑗) =
𝐺𝑇 (𝑖,𝑗) −𝜇𝐺𝑇(𝑖 ,𝑗)

𝜎𝐺𝑇(𝑖,𝑗)
, 

where 𝐺𝑇  is the calibrated and smoothened GSR signal and 𝐺𝑍  is the normalised sig-

nal of task 𝑗 of subject 𝑖 . 𝜇 and 𝜎  are the mean and standard deviation of 𝐺𝑇 (𝑖, 𝑗) . 

Since each task is normalised in this way using its own mean and standard deviation, 

the magnitudes and range of 𝐺𝑍  of each task become standardised, thus the frequency 

features can be isolated more effectively. The power spectrum is  extracted using:  

𝑃(𝜔) =
1

𝑁
𝑌(𝜔) 𝑌∗(𝜔), 

where 𝑃 is the power spectrum, 𝜔 is frequency, 𝑁 is the length of the signal, and 𝑌 

and 𝑌∗ are the frequency spectrum and its complex conjugate respectively. The aver-

age power below 1Hz was calcu lated for each task, as this frequency region contained 

the most non-zero values. 

4.3 Offline Cognitive Load Classifications 

Using all of the features mentioned above, three different machine learning (ML) 

methods were used to classify CL levels: SVM, Naïve Bayes, and Random Forest. 

Data was collected from 12 part icipants who performed an offline variation of the 

experiment with no real-t ime adaptation, using the same task design. For each partic i-

pant, equal number of tasks were performed for CL levels {0,4,8,12}. Leave-one-out 

cross-validation across the participants  was used to evaluate ML performance. For the 

collected offline GSR signals, SVM slightly outperformed the other two with the 

accuracy of 78.1% compared to 71.9% for Naïve Bayes and 76.0% for Random For-

est for the 2-class classification. For the 4-class classification, SVM also outper-

formed the other two ML methods  (49.0%), compared  to 40.6% and 36.5% for Naïve 

Bayes and Random Forest respectively. Therefore, SVM was chosen as the ML 

method during the dynamic workload adaptation. 



4.4 Online Cognitive Load Classifications  

The online cognitive load classification during the dynamic workload required  a 

slightly different cross-validation method compared to the offline classifications. In 

the online cognitive load classifications, the ML model was trained using a calibrated 

and therefore personalized version of the same static data used in the offline cross-

validation. After extracting the features from the data, they were calibrated using the 

mean and variance of the features ext racted from a short training stage conducted by 

the particular subject. In this way, the participant did not have to run an extremely 

long train ing stage, and the classification  model would  still take into account the su b-

jective differences between participants to a certain extent. 

Correctness and therefore accuracy of the classifications also need to be more 

clearly defined fo r online classificat ions as the CL levels are all integer values ranging 

from 0-12 fo r the tasks, but classifications are only made from the set of {0,4,8,12}. 

Correctness in the online 4-class classification is defined as follows: for any CL level 

that falls between two of {0,4,8,12}, a classificat ion is considered correct if it match-

es one of these two neighboring values. For example, if the CL level is 3, a classifica-

tion of either 0 or 4 is considered correct. For a 2-class problem, it is difficult to use a 

similar log ic, thus a correctly classified value was defined to be within 6 levels of the 

true CL level. The correctness of classification for the online analysis was purposely 

defined more loosely due to issues that arise with stricter definit ions given the nature 

of the task design. As a consequence of the inherent randomness presented in the 

tasks, the CL level can only be used as a good indicator of the difficulty rather than an 

exact metric. This is especially  more relevant for the online classification problem 

involving 13 different CL levels as the marg ins between each level are not as distin-

guished. For the offline case which  only involved levels {0,4,8,12}, this issue is min-

imized as the margins between levels are less disputable. 

Table 3 shows the comparison of classificat ion accuracy between offline classifica-

tions and online classificat ions. The results show that all ML methods have similar or 

even better performance in online CL classificat ions as in offline CL classificat ions. 

All three ML methods can effectively classify CL levels of tasks in real-time. 

Table 3. Accuracy of offline classifications vs. online classifications. 

Algorithm 2-Class (%) 4-Class (%) 

 offline online offline online 

SVM 78.1 81.7 49.0 44.0 

Naïve Bayes 71.9 89.2 40.6 63.6 

Random Forest 76.0 88.4 36.5 56.6 

5 Dynamic Workload Adjustment 

5.1 Adaptation Models 

The objective of the adaptation model is to keep the CL level within the range 4-8 

(middle range of CL levels) during the dynamic workload adaptation. Two adaptation 

models are designed in this study. 



 Adaptation model 1: 

─ If classified CL level 𝐶𝐿𝑡  at time t is to be 8 or 12, decrease the CL level by 1; 

─ If 𝐶𝐿𝑡  is classified to be 0 or 4, increase CL level by 1. 

 Adaptation model 2:  

─ If 𝐶𝐿𝑡  is classified to be 12, or 𝐶𝐿𝑡  and 𝐶𝐿𝑡−1 are both classified to be 8 or 

above, decrease CL level by 1; 

─ If classified  level is 0, or 𝐶𝐿𝑡  and 𝐶𝐿𝑡−1  are both classified  to be 4 or below, in-

crease CL level by 1. 

Adaptation model 1 can be regarded as the more dynamic variation model, while the 

adaptation model 2 is clearly  more stable as it  has to meet slightly more strict  criteria 

to change levels. The design of both adaptation models is also kept consistent with 

their objective by ensuring that their behaviors are symmetrical about the mean value 

of the desired range, i.e. the level 6.  

5.2 Performance Evaluation of Adaptation Models  

Performance of the adaptation model is defined as the percentage of tasks which have 

4 ≤ 𝐶𝐿 ≤ 8  out of all tasks performed during a testing stage. It is regarded as the 

desirable range in the dynamic workload adaptation. Fig. 2 shows the changes of 

average CL levels during dynamic adaptation process . Each point (n, CL) on a curve 

represents the average CL level fo r the corresponding task number (n) of a part icular 

testing stage scenario, differentiated by their in itial CL and the adaptation model used.  

In Fig. 2, it is clear to see that all adaptation models were able to successfully drive 

and maintain the CL level within the desired range, and only minor differences are 

observed between the two adaptation models. For a quantitative comparison, the mean 

performances for each scenario are summarized in Table 4. 

 

Fig. 2. CL Changes throughout testing stages. 

Table 4. Average performance of adaptation models. 

Initial CL AM1 (%) AM2 (%) 
0 53.1 56.9 

6 87.5 86.3 

12 41.9 51.5 

    Sign ificant differences are only observed for 𝐶𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 12 , where adaptation 

model 2 achieved around 10% h igher performance than adaptation model 1. Reasons 



for poorer and more disparate performance levels fo r this scenario  could be attributed 

to the subjectivity inherent in  the experiment that could  not be co mpletely  removed 

from the task design. Subjectiv ity is a more significant issue for higher d ifficu lty level 

tasks, as the GSR responses are likely to show greater variat ions between participants 

due to differences in arithmetic ability. With this increased diversity, accurate classi-

fication becomes more challenging, and translates to poorer performance. 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper investigated the use of GSR features in dynamic workload adjustment. 

Both time domain and frequency domain features were extracted and used for CL 

level classifications. The experimental results showed that SVM, Naïve Bayes, and 

Random Forest were all ab le to provide reasonable accuracies of CL level classifica-

tions. The classificat ion results  could be used as inputs to CL adaptation models for a 

dynamic workload adjustment environment, where the CL level is driven and main-

tained around an optimal level. Future work will focus on designing more complex 

adaptation models as well as the generalization of the dynamic workload adjustment 

on a wide variety of real working environments. 
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